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Résumé: Un concept d’une circulation assez large dans les sciences humanistes et les
sciences tout court, le présentisme est chargé d’un poids attendu d’une telle tâche copieuse:
philosophie et philosophie de la science, histoire et mémoirologie, pour ne pas parler des études
littéraires et culturelles, partagent cette entité riche du point de vue idéatique et aussi leur
utilisation dans les disciplines à considérer. En général, les sciences humanistes décèlent les
attitudes présentistes dans l’une des deux situations suivantes: 1. en voyant «la nature humaine»
comme une donnée perpétuelle pas modifiée par la spécificité spatiale et temporelle, nous
attirant comme des ressemblances archétypales, qui s’appliquent à toutes les cultures –
l’essentialiste; 2. en voyant la nature humaine «là°bas» comme nous la voyons «ici», ensuite
comme nous la voyons «maintenant» – l’actualiste. Cette étude s’occupe des hypostases
différentes du présentisme et attitudes présentistes avec des illustrations particulières sur la
critique shakespearienne à la fin du XXe siècle et le début du XXIe siècle.
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Like medieval realism, presentism sits across conceptual boundaries and can easily become
a misnomer. By the historical category of medieval realism, we designate idealism, in modern
terms: in the Western history of ideas, intellectual and cultural history, “Universalia sunt realia”
stays a statement pointing to the Platonic, like, further on, to Christian dwellers of the skies.
More than human identities, yet, mere ideas living in a world of their own, they populate a
reality which has nothing to do with ours, rather on the contrary, one standing apart from ours
and functioning as a perfect oppositional entity to it, in a relationship that Blake would have
called “fearful symmetry”. To appositely suit our dichotomic logic, that Socratic legacy which
made Heidegger less happy than he could ever be with the thrownness of the Dasein, medieval
nominalism corresponds to modern realism. On the assumption that “Universalia sunt
nominalia”, the universals of ratiocinative thinking stand out as mere names. Both as realities
of the superior order, and as names, they fill the scheme of essentialism, while they leave us
hungering for certitude in the world down here. 

At the crossroads of the two rises our modern disposition, like a Doubting Thomas gnawed
at his heart by the desire to fulfill his expectations. Curiously enough, he is like Benjamin’s
or Klee’s Angel of history, a contradiction in terms stemming from the temporal rootedness
of the atemporal. We see him, you will remember, moving forward, bound for some future
destination, while looking backward, conditioned by the need to keep control of things. An
Orpheus in his own right, the Angel of history feeds himself the “has been” with a view to
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digesting the “will be”, in love with some irretrievable Euridice whom we could call
Mnemosine-. The past, as has been remarked in the literature, as well as the future, are more
prone to looseness than the ontologically privileged present. It may be that the “is”, the “is
this very minute” of the present is more difficult to define than its deictically distant extremes.
Instead, its immediate feel bestows upon it a sense of reassurance. By bringing the remote past
into the confident present, the Angel of history puts one in mind of so many Egyptian figures
painted on so many sarcophagi in the house of the dead. Here the future is in store for a present
raised to the nth power – a sophisticated exercise in eternity. They live in time through a trickily
dismantled display of layered space, with their heads… heading for the future, their trunks
staring us in the eyes, as we capture the image from our present condition, their legs stepping
into a time to be, their hands implying a rotation movement combining temporal slices in a
“marriage of Heaven and Hell”. 

Stored on film in our late modern technological age, such dynamic feats assume the
laughable status of history either slavishly being absorbed into a vanishing point – the voracious
past looking at us while we cannot look at it – or precipitating into an insecure future as they
jump and jolt against one another like characters in a children’s cartoon show. The celluloid
reel, like the Yeatsian gyre, rolls the past onto and into the future, as it unrolls it into the linear
present illuding us with its sense of accomplishment by betrayal: the present is always fulfilled
in the future, albeit at the cost of its own identity. And as we acclaim the plausibility of the
project by a move of tactical advance into the future, we remain ignorant of why the potential
of the present becoming future was such a display of public ascertainment with our
forefathers, the Romans. Their present is coextensive with the historical future of the Greeks.
For them, plausibilitas was the quality of something being applauded (plaudere) into fame.
Symbolic and rhythmic noise reading as celebrity, at the end of the day, very much like standing
ovations in 20th°century history, East or West, is part and parcel of our future°geared history.
But then, collective, like individual history, is subject to temporal change, and subject to
perspectival deflections. On its way to histories, history may have the ambition of snowballing
into History, but it does face difficulties securing an essentialist status. Likewise presentism. 

*

Astride on territories claimed by philosophy and the philosophy of science, by history and
memorology, presentism baffles us with its exceptional capacity of pleasing the dull dry and
the juicy jocose. For the sake of scientific brevity, it is simply “the doctrine that only the present
is real” (Sider, 1999, 325). But, we are warned, presentists quite often find themselves in a
familiar predicament with people “quantifying over non°present objects” (325). Presentism
“must preserve its consistency with Transient (i.e. dynamic) Time and inconsistency with Static
(i.e. space°like) Time” (Hestevold & Carter, 2002, 492). Considered in conjunction with
enduring entities, it gives its full worth of making genuine change possible. Presentism, in other
words, operates with tensed time, while Eternalism does with tenseless time (Hinchliff, 2000,
S575). It follows that the special hic et nunc of the presentist stance stands at the opposite end
from the neutral chronotope of the eternalist. That, to sum up, the one operates in the actual
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world, the other in any possible world or worlds (Davidson, 77). The one can be simply called
Actualism, the other, Eternalism.

But, while the reassuring mention of actuality quiets us, specialists in the Humanities, the
“believing physicist” will tell us that the “tensed theory of time [for which] reality is
characterized by objective tense determinations of being past, present and future” (Balashov
& Jansen, 2003, 328) is a mere “stubborn illusion” (343). Human, too human, sounds the
celebrated adage. We not only murder to dissect, we also bring to life to resurrect. The “gaining
and losing of the tenses […] thought to account for the apparent flow or passage of time”
(Hinchliff, S577) will explain why, as we think in terms of the past°present°future sequence,
we uninterruptedly experience the future°present°past chaining of our life’s moments. We
devise mental schemes on the apocalyptic model of our narrative capacities, and invest them
with moral(izing) worth, but we certainly just store amounts of daily occurrences in the deposits
of memory, where the angel of history keeps his head turned back to the provisions of individual
and collective time. We weave text(ures) of promising “will be’s”, while we return to the secure
storage of “has been’s”. The lesson we come up with is historia, magistra vitae, implying that
nothing merely exists in the world of humans, but “is” – a way out of flat existentialist
meaninglessness.

All°inclusive, the present determines the ontological exclusiveness of the past and the future,
respectively. Besides, the “psychological richness” (McKinnon, 2003, 306) of the present gives
it supplementary depth. Context°dependent, the present gravitates round the “now” of
unmediated experience, yet the presentist gives to the “present” no fixed usage. When St.
Augustine famously supplies the temporal extension of the soul’s “longue durée”, as we would
call it in post°Mentalist times, he performs at once the function of the actualist and that of the
possibilist, by raising the present of actual experience to the altitude of eternal truth. In his
Christian reading of the spatiotemporal pattern lies the “supervenience basis” (Sider, 336) of
truth. Nothing, in his deeply apocalyptic scheme, is mere happening, rather, everything comes
to its fulfillment, as in the perfectly ordered logic of the Old Testament being succeeded by
the New Testament in a story of consistent self°attainment. A fairly widely circulated image
of time in the Judaeo°Christian scheme of our Western identity is that of the heathen cycle
of Chronos unrolling, indeed, once God sits down on it to equip it with a sense of cosmic
denouement. What comes over (super°venire) in the act is the collocation of the future qua
destination and destiny1 at the end of the world and of our journey.

*

At this point, we can see presentism at work in the Humanities proper, departing from the
cold sciences to find a local habitation in our dreams of accomplishment. To the question
“should philosophers be allowed to write history?” not one single answer has been offered.
Histories of science themselves are regarded as “good places to introduce conjectures” (Hull,
1979, 1). Plausible connections between ideas seem to outdo actual connections, with, involved
in acknowledging this, the theatricality at least of applause: those connections will be considered
accredited which are clappable (plausibilis) and clapped into recognition. Take, for instance,
Butterfield’s presentism (2). Butterfield was a reputed lay preacher on the Methodist circuit
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in Yorkshire sharing an unconditional support of the Augustinian view of history with
something of Joachinian might in his conviction that everything in history is interconnected,
therefore definable and demonstrable. For him Christianity is linked with history, because “it
hinges on one or two events which, though [...] transcendental […], are also fastened down
to a certain place and a certain date […], particularly the Crucifixion and the Resurrection”
(Butterfield, 111). In the track of Augustinian wisdom, he grasps history not qua happenings,
but as “the whole human drama” (125), a formula readily recalling Auerbach’s “drama of
European literature”, in which he pits the figuram implere protocol promoted by the Bishop
of Hippo.

If we then accept that this is “a Protestant°Whig ratification, if not glorification of the
present” (Hull, 2), we will then decode the sense of apocalyptic presentism in the very project
of modernity. From St. Augustine to Habermas, via Kant, Hegel and Marx, the future is a
promise come full cycle by the steady replenishment of the past into the present, drawn by
the motive power of things still to come. Lodged in the present, the historian cannot escape
his or her presentist condition, yet this very one will make the presentist pattern exemplary,
lifting the contingent out of contingency. A vestigium or trace will always be found in place,
securing the sliding of the present back into the past, of the future back into the present, as
we mentally advance into the future. To the prolepsis of the daring mind is added the analepsis
of living memory. The latter performs something of a Foucauldian archaeology of heuristic
investigation of the past. The former, genealogically, functions like so many generations
succeeding one another with their own narrative versions of history each, sensitive to the
fallibility of human knowledge. 

In a recent study of presentism and the experience of time, François Hartog looks at the
past°future intersection in none but The Odyssey. This foundationalist narrative appears to him
as the interlacing of a time preceding the siege of Troy and one following the hero’s return
to Ithaca. In between extends a present of exemplary experiences which Hartog parallels to
Koselleck’s interpretation of “our presentism” as the conquest of civic time. Classic Greek
used the term no/stoj for “return home” and a/lgoj for “pain”. For us, modern decoders of
nostalgia, the term is of temporal rather than spatial relevance. It has also grown into a fairly
powerful term in literary/cultural studies in the last couple of decades, which have witnessed
a parallel evolution of presentist and historicist approaches, and a neat preference for the latter.
With presentism suspending time as a fundamental coordinate of the “then” of history,
historicism has occupied the forestage of criticism.

*

Presentist attitudes can be detected in either of the following two situations: 1. seeing
“human nature” as a perpetual given unmodified by spatio°temporal specificity, appealing to
us as archetypally selfsame, applying to whatever culture – essentialist; 2. seeing human nature
“there” as we see it “here”, then as we see it “now” – actualist. Hence, the confusing nature
of the “is” in the one and the “is” in the other. 

Reading universals in cultures beyond chronotopic diversity is an old habit. All the way
into the enlightened 1700’s Western Europe bases its aesthetic values, moral norms, civic and
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political capital on the unerringly right and righteous classic antiquity. The wealthy rich are
educated in the spirit and the letter of the classics’ texts, current institutions merely emulate
those of Greek and Roman times, the paragon of beauty stays unquestioned and reinforced
by the Renaissance and then the second re°birth of sumptuous classicism conventionally and
tautologically called the Neoclassic age. Historical occurrence is read analeptically as mere
actualization of the unchanging model. Bacon, in the garden of the Earl of Arundel, exclaims
in front of one of his aristocratic friend’s ancient statues of nude men and women: “The
Resurrection”! Coleridge romantically stills the billows of creative energy by perceiving in
the poet’s secondary imagination “a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal act of creation
in the infinite I AM”. And even when later actualizations are selected as types, the analeptic
interpretation is there: Herodotus is the Lévi°Strauss of classic antiquity, because he
institutes a cultural(ist) understanding of history which stands at the other extreme from
Thucydides, who, by the way, is the Machiavellian type avant la letter, a man given to the
zig°zagging of Realpolitik rather, and Eusebius is the Hegel or Marx of pagan°Christian
teleology scrutinizing the golden future of accomplished glory.

Reading in the past nothing but our own present and ascribing to it our own values is the
historicist view resulting from proleptic readings, a good deal in Shakespeare studies: Juliet
is a feminist grappling with a masculinist set of values in an unfairly set society, Othello stands
for racist minority rights, the qui°pro°quo tricks of the comedies point to the gay and lesbian
political agenda.

Hugh Grady, the distinguished Shakespearean scholar and theorizer of modernity, has
drawn our attention to another tendency, too: “historicizing Shakespeare appears to have
become so dominant in the field and therefore so highly valued that more ‘presentist’
approaches – that is those oriented towards the text’s meaning in the present, as opposed to
‘historicist’ approaches oriented to meanings in the past – are in danger of eclipse” (1996, 4°5).
There is the danger here of history turning into a “blank screen on which are projected the
shadows of the past” (7). Grady sees in this as undesired a simplification as the traditional view
of gauging everything by the standards of s “single°minded authoritarian culture” (8). And
he goes on to fathom out the terrain of the Old vs. the New Historicism, only to conclude that
the former is an empiricist form of historical research, while the latter draws on the
post°structuralist theory of representation known as textualism or culturalism, or better yet,
textual culturalism. The Old Historicism, we are to infer, looks at the past as a box full of events.
For the New Historicism the past is a text full of words. Thus “les mots et les choses” negotiate
History, history, and histories.

“Shakespearean negotiations” was Stephen Greenblatt’s bet when he threw his New
Historicist agenda forth in the late 80’s. The syntagm was a visiting card before it became a
manifesto. We cannot fail to see now how much the new at the time approach focused on the
realia of Elizabethan times, with minute archive work serving as “the” method. Standing at
the opposite end from the Tillyardian model – that of a “world picture” (1963)2 –, it launched
not only the vocabulary, but the technique of effective and efficient contacts with the past,
trying to retrieve it from the future°geared position of the present, yet doing its best not to betray
its specificity, the presentness of its own given condition, in its unique cultural context. It
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refrained from applying to it preconceived or even conceived ideas of/from the present. It served
presentism with due respect, while it promised nec°otium, realistic scrutiny, not ready°made
frameworks for living identities. And it investigated (i.e. traced the vestigia, “traces”) the
mechanism and machinations of humanly devised and conducted power. He Foucauldianized
in his own way, but started from the evidence of empireia. 

How intimately related to the logic and functioning of period and period mentalities this
is needs hardly be emphasized. Having said which, the danger of chronological provincialism
did not lie out of the picture. The other danger specialists in the field have signaled is the attitude
in “more radical materialist criticism […] to collapse history into an undifferentiated
timeless continuum where personalities are irrelevant and politics is reduced to a Foucauldian
monolith called power” (Wells, 2000, 53). A sense of historical perspective “through the
recovery of alien theories, beliefs, and practices” (53) rather was felt as needed. Quoted as
having once hoped that there could be identified a universal framework of human moral thought
common to all societies, the late Sir Isaiah Berlin is more often cited as believing that ideas
are never born in a state of parthenogenesis. Rather they always come into being in already
given cultural contexts.

This reclamation of presentism as the best attempts we can make to really retrieve the past
that was once present and became the future which we pick up in archival bits haunts recent
Shakespeare studies. John Roe, in a discussion of Shakespeare and Machiavelli, two
cornerstone figures of modernity, considers how massively the Renaissance itself “re°read,
re°invigorated, and, to a certain extent, redefined those authors whom it recovered” (ix). The
Machiavellian, like the Petrarchan “conversation with the dead” is the exercise in solidarity
of moderns looking to tomorrow as they ponder on yesterday, like people of history, or fallen
humans partaking of the Angel of history’s condition.

Hugh Grady, again, has gauged subjectivity in early and late modernity – the past and future
of classic modernity, as it were – aware of the huge impact of presentist studies these days.
Sensitive to reception theory strategies, Grady comes up with an “interpretive translation”
explanation. To his mind, this is a question of mentalité, the presentist recontextualization of
the past to the idiom of the present being a challenge to historicist premises. The salient point
is made that “all our knowledge of the past is conditioned by, and dependent upon the culture,
language and ideologies of the present”, which means that “historicism itself necessarily
produces an implicit allegory of the present in its configuration of the past” (2002, 2). Some
reprocessing of the past for present consumption, the “Shakespeare our contemporary”
syndrome can be detected here, while none but the inescapability of our historical condition
is evinced. “‘Our’ Shakespeare, until quite recently, has been very much of a Modernist
Shakespeare”, remarks the same Grady elsewhere (1994, 2). 

How Shakespeare has constantly been pushed into a future which is our present en route
to its own past is acknowledged by the spatial hermeneutics of the Wilson Knight type,
reinforced by Claudio Guillén, at the 1980 Congress of the International Comparative Literature
Association. We should adopt from the Annales historians, Guillén concluded, three levels
of duration and look at the past, present and future in light of this differentiated temporality:
the “longue durée”, a “moyenne durée”, and a brief durée (Grady,1994, 92), the last coextensive
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with the perishable occurrence of the present devoid of the chance of the future. Placing
Shakespeare at the crossroads where history turns modernity, Grady extends the whole
discourse of modernity to comprehend an agenda valid from Valla to Vattimo, if you like. And,
as he salutes a study by Richard Halpern entitled Shakespeare among the Moderns, of 1997,
he signs his own study of 2000 under the title Shakespeare and Modernity: Early Modern to
Millennium. Who can forget the apprehensions of stepping across the threshold of the 90’s
into that weird, vacuous thing, the 00’s? A sort of double point zero, now history. In or about
the 2000’s the human character changed once again. We may not have risen wiser, but we are
certainly sadder people in our presentist present. 
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